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ZADRUGA - family community - elective head - supreme power in family council -
monogamous family - Code Napoléon accords husband right of infidelity as long as he does not bring his concubine into the house.

69 ... the first class opposition that appears in history coincides with the development of antagonism between man and woman in monogamous marriage and the first class opposition coincides with that of the female sex by the male.

72 Thus wherever the monogamous family remains true to its historical origin and clearly reveals the antagonism between the man and the woman...

74-5 ORIGINS OF SEX-LOVE-ADULTERY - CATHOLIC CONVENTUAL MARRIAGE ARR. INTO LOVE-ISTHMIANISM + ADULTERY - PROTESTANT PRETEXT OF LOVE CONJUGAL PARTNERSHIP & LEADERS KOREDON KNOWN AS "DOMESTIC BLISS" TRUE MONOGAMY IN THE PROLETARIAT

79 The modern individual family is founded on the open or concealed slavery of the wife ... within the family he is the bourgeois and his wife represents the proletariat...

80 ... the first condition in the liberation of the wife is to bring the whole female sex back into public industry, and that